INFO + DATEN
Intelligence powers success

How to mitigate business risks and threats

To mitigate business risks and defend against threats, a
company must understand its adversaries and
environment in detail while at the same time preventing
others from learning about its own intentions and
capabilities. This creates a strategic intelligence gap
and provides you with a significant and sustainable
strategic advantage.

Our unique portfolio of intelligence services

Offensive Intelligence

Protective Intelligence

Competitor Due Diligence
Competitor Monitoring
B2B Mystery Shopping

Threat Landscape Assessment
Vulnerability Check - Red Teaming
Employee Background Check
Information Operations - Deception
Investigative Intelligence

Why should you work with INFO + OATEN?

Working with INFO + DATEN not only increases a
company's ability to surprise markets and competitors
alike, but also adds to improving corporate security.
Furthermore ...
... beforehand, INFO+ DATEN properly briefs you on
the feasibility and risks of a project.
... INFO+ DATEN cares for ethical conduct within legal
boundaries and protects your reputation .
... INFO+ DATEN successfully completes tasks on time
and within budgets.

Voice of the Customers
"Udo is a very customer-oriented business partner. He goes the extra
mile to get the job done and to serve his clients. Udo helped my teams
by bringing a strong outside market understanding to our existing
knowledge, and he enriched our analysis and recommendations with
his expertise. I'm looking forward to upcoming projects together with
INFO + OATEN. High quality combined with high reliability is a great
selling proposition for Udo and his company." (Fortune 1000 company
in the IT industry)
"What makes all the difference when it comes down to intelligence
performance? A global understanding of the real core intelligence
procedure, a comprehensive skill set, proven first-hand experience, an
international network, and last but not least a forceful personality.
Indeed, this is my subjective view - but simply put: Udo is all that."
(International medium-sized company in Manufacturing)
"I have worked with Udo and INFO+ OATEN for several years now. My
experience has been extremely positive; Udo and his company have
provided high quality work across the board, something which is rare to
find . Udo is honest, reliable and very results-oriented." (Fortune 1000
company in the High Tech arena)

Udo Hohlfeld

The Intelligence Specialist
MA in Strategic Intelligence
MA in English Language
and Political Sciences

Udo Hohlfeld founded INFO + OATEN to supply targeted
intelligence to help clients succeed in their markets. He is a
recognized intelligence specialist with experience since 1992
in the intelligence arena.
Udo supports his international customers with a unique
portfolio of intelligence services particularly for their business
needs in the key areas of security and strategy. He has deep
knowledge of certain vertical markets such as IT and high
technology, machining and machine tools, healthcare, and
medical devices but provides services related to any market
and industry. Udo maintains a global network of intelligence
specialists with a variety of backgrounds, all suited to master
challenging tasks.
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